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Interaction of Phase Behavior and Flow Applications: 

EOR, CCUS/Gas Storage, ML and H2 and All …

ABSTRACT:
Demand for energy has continued to increase owing to worldwide industrial development.   
From a historical perspective, the significant demand for energy has been met through 
various energy sources, especially during and after the industrial revolution. 
Hydrocarbons, or fossil fuels such as oil and gas, have been instrumental during this time 
frame for multiple reasons, from various market price points to their high energy density 
and abundance.  Producing hydrocarbons, especially from challenging systems trained us, 
petroleum engineers, how to apply basic principles and as well as concepts from other 
disciplines to real problems. Now, we have an opportunity to utilize some of these 
concepts for wider spectrum of problems.

This talk will focus on the applications of the concepts that we learned in the area of 
interaction phase behavior and flow.   Understanding and quantification of the flow in 
porous media or materials and as well as couplings with the phase behavior is important 
for many problems across various disciplines. Especially during the last 50 plus years, 
petroleum engineers mastered in many aspects of the key areas of multiphase multi-
component phase behavior and as well as its dynamics under flow conditions.   In this 
presentation, I will give you a cross-section of some of the work that I have done in terms 
of the application of these concepts to solve problems. Each example that will be covered 
here was based on a real or a fundamental problem that was tackled during my career.  
These examples cover a broad base of contributions from complex phase behavior, CCS/
EOR, ML to H2 that also reflect my broad research interests.  
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